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QUOTATION

July 9, 1973

RE: Roof Repair

Ft. Worth Museum of Science & History
1501 Montgomery Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76107

Gentlemen:

We propose to furnish labor and material, subject to the conditions on the reverse side, to perform the following work on the above building:

Roof repair, copper dome, and brick wall below dome. We will open up 24 joints over leaks, prime, seal and reset; apply 6" copper apron at bottom of copper roof; coat 2 - 5' sections of brick with Thompson's Waterseal or equal.

All the above for the net cash sum of .... $ 3,179.00

Thanking you for the opportunity of furnishing this quotation, and hoping to serve you further, we are

Very truly yours,

GUNN & BRIGGS, Inc.

W.H. Graves